Working Together Better to Prevent, Address
and Find Durable Solutions to Internal Displacement
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Ukraine
The Role of Joint Advocacy in
Protecting IDPs’ Electoral Rights
“I’m very happy that finally I can participate in the decision-making
process in the city and region where I have already been living and
working for 5 years since displacement, where I pay taxes and started
a new life. Getting full electoral rights in my community is essential part
of integration and now I feel equal to all citizens of Ukraine. I can’t wait
to participate in the local election in the autumn to contribute to the
development of my new hometown.”
Nadiya, IDP from Donetsk

1. Context
Ensuring that IDPs can exercise their full
voting rights has been a challenge in Ukraine.
Following the 2014 occupation of Crimea
and the beginning of armed conflict in the
East of Ukraine, some 1.4 million IDPs1 were
eligible to vote in presidential elections

based on existing laws. However, until late
2019, IDPs were effectively excluded from
participating in local elections and voting
for half of the national parliamentary seats.2
To comply with electoral law residency
requirements for changing their electoral
address, IDPs needed to relinquish their
residency registration (“propyska”) in the non-
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2. Description of the
practice
In Ukraine, changes in national electoral
laws occurred in part due to a multi-year
advocacy campaign that brought together
national and international NGOs, international
organizations, the Council of Europe, and
members of Parliament, some of whom were
IDPs themselves. In addition to the Ministry
of Temporarily Occupied Territories and
Internally Displaced Persons’ (Ministry of ToT)5
Interagency Working Group on Improving
National Legislation on the Protection of IDPs
Human Rights, the Protection Cluster brought
together over 100 actors to coordinate
advocacy efforts related to internal
displacement, including on electoral rights.
Diverse stakeholders gathered evidence on
the challenges IDPs faced with respect to
voting, conducted research on alternative
legislative models, produced policy
papers,6 met with members of Parliament to
understand their concerns, and proposed
practical solutions through draft legislation.
For instance, the OSCE/ODIHR and Council
of Europe’s International Election Observation
Mission in Ukraine raised the issue of IDP
voting rights in October 2015.7 Between
2016-2017, the national NGO Group of
Influence chaired a multi-stakeholder working
group, including representatives from the
Central Election Commission and the State
Registry of Voters, hosted at the Ministry of
ToT, to develop a draft law to enfranchise

IDPs in all elections. In 2019, the Protection
Cluster produced an advocacy note,8 which
contributed to a February 2019 conference
in Kyiv, organized by the Council of Europe’s
Congress of Local and Regional Authorities,
that emphasized IDPs’ right to electoral
participation as key to local integration.9
The International Foundation for Electoral
Systems (IFES) also provided legal advice to
Members of Parliament and the President’s
Office on international standards and best
practice in protecting IDPs electoral rights.
Following these collective lobbying efforts,
legal provisions to address IDPs’ voting
rights were ultimately incorporated into the
2019 election legislation when Ukraine’s
new President demanded Parliament include
them before he would sign a revised election
code.10

3. Results for internally
displaced persons and
others
For the first time in October 2020, IDPs
were able to vote in local elections. Thus,
the advocacy efforts on electoral rights
enabled IDPs to identify and frame their
needs in rights-based language, overcome
negative stereotypes, and advocate for
practical solutions that met their specific
needs. The Ukrainian Parliament and Central
Election Commission continue to regularly
consult national NGOs advocating for IDPs’
rights when developing new legislation and
guidelines.
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Government controlled areas (NGCA), which
would potentially limit their ability to travel to
their area of origin across the contact line and
create concerns when they travel to NGCA.3
This changed on 19 December 2019, when
the Ukrainian Parliament (Verkhovna Rada)
passed the new Electoral Code of Ukraine
and its amendments to the Law on the State
Register of Voters, which included provisions
to ensure that IDPs have the right to vote in
all elections, including local elections.4

4. IDP participation
National NGOs, notably Group of Influence
and Civil Network OPORA, played a lead
role in developing a shared understanding
of the challenges faced by IDPs and placing
IDPs’ political rights at the top of the agenda
for electoral legal reform. The process of
developing the draft legislation in particular
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5. Challenges
Despite resolving some of these concerns,
advocates highlight the need for continued
outreach and educational activities to
ensure IDPs are fully aware of their rights
and understand the practical modalities for
registering to vote in local elections. Thus,
prior to the October 2020 election, the
Central Election Commission and NGOs
provided training for election management
bodies and developed a voter education
campaign for youth, IDPs, other mobile
segments of Ukrainian society, as well as for
the general public, on electoral procedures,
including change of voting address.

national and local elections based on their
actual address, rather than their residence
registration, was initially put forward by Civil
Network OPORA based upon Group of
Influence’s research about risks associated
with IDPs’ changing their registration address.
Initially their advocacy campaigns focused
solely on the need to protect IDPs’ electoral
rights through reform of the electoral code.
However, after 2014, the two organizations
agreed to widen the scope of their
campaigns address the political rights of both
IDPs and economic migrants, highlighting
how the national residency registration
system limited the rights of both groups.
This created sympathy and understanding
with non-displaced Ukrainian citizens, who
could potentially face similar restrictions if
they sought employment in other parts of the
country.12

7. Why this is a good
example to share
Ensuring that IDPs can exercise their right
to vote validates their role as citizens and is
an important step in normalizing their lives
as soon as possible after displacement.
Yet, in many operational contexts, actors
responding to internal displacement
situations commonly do not fully recognize
the need to address political rights and
electoral issues. Concerted, multi-stakeholder
advocacy efforts contributed to building the
political will to make legislative change by
leveraging the respective strengths of each
actor and strategically widening the scope of
beneficiaries beyond IDPs.
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proved a powerful tool for building political
consensus.11 Founded by IDPs, Group
of Influence consulted IDPs on the draft
legislative text through surveys and focus
group meetings in ten cities. With financial
support from IFES, Group of Influence
also led an advocacy campaign called
“Every Voice/Vote Matters” to encourage
broad support for legislative reform among
policymakers, which resulted in several local
and regional government councils adopting
official positions in support of IDP electoral
participation, which were sent to Members
of Parliament. In previous years, a number
of NGOs also operated pre-election hotlines
offering legal and practical advice to IDPs
about voter registration, which resulted
in valuable insights into bottlenecks and
inconsistencies in administrative practices
that were highlighted in subsequent
advocacy efforts.

6. Lessons learned
Joint advocacy efforts and the changes in the
electoral law itself were successful because
they relied on evidence and proposed
practical solutions to the key challenges
faced by IDPs, as well as other groups in the
country. The idea to allow people to vote in
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